
Shooting Out the Gate With a 5 Star Rating the
Book Perfect Passing Is the Truth in Grading a
QB’s Passing Performance

Perfect Passing

Perfect Passing gives you a better understanding why today's

QB rating are failing and collapsing featuring the RPRS the

only system that is 100 % accurate

NEW CASTLE, DELAWARE, UNITED STATES, December 1,

2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Coming out the gate on

Amazon with a 5-star rating in its second week. The Book

Perfect Passing is the truth Featuring the RPRS the only

passer rating system that grades a quarterback's passing

performances with 100 percent accuracy and can prove

its accuracy. See it destroy the NFL passer rating system

in a head-to-head battle on passing efficiency and put all

77 members of the 158.33 club in order 1 to 77 showing

who is the best passer is of all time. The RPRS grades

perfection at its maximum that way you will always know

who the best is.

Perfect Passing supplies you with the knowledge of why

the other systems are failing and collapsing. The RPRS is

so accurate you can see the accuracy in the passer's

standings. With skills, the RPRS has truly made it without

a doubt the true standard in grading a quarterback's passing performances. The keys are here

are you ready to drive this car.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/531437654
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